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Textual Evidence
Question 1 .

The Summer of Rain
by A. Gautam

     Maya looked at the overcast sky and hesitated before stepping out. She looked back to the
bed where her little brother lay sleeping. Mihir had been in bed for the last two days. The fever
had gone down, but he still appeared pale as buffalo's milk. His eyes were the color of turmeric
powder. Although Mihir was eating and keeping his food down, Maya knew that he needed
another dosage of medicine. The city doctor was far away, and Maya vaguely remembered his
address. Maya rushed to the bed to feel Mihir's forehead one last time and decided to leave
for the city. She had been unable to make up her mind the whole morning. I have to go now if I
want to be home by sunset, Maya thought to herself and ordered her mind to be calm. After
leaving several notes explaining the whereabouts of the food, juice, and herself all over Mihir's
room, Maya wrapped the shawl tightly around her arms. She locked the house from the
outside and left.
     After walking a few blocks, Maya remembered that she needed her rubber boots and
umbrella. Maya said a few inaudible words of anger at her lack of attention, rushed back to the
porch where she had left the umbrella and her boots, and resumed her journey with quicker
steps. Maya had no idea that she could almost run in those awkward boots when she needed
to. The whole time she was walking toward the city, Maya fretted over the important things she
might have forgotten to do. Her feet mechanically moved in the direction of her destination.
She failed to notice that not even stray dogs were out in this weather. It doesn't even feel like
summer, Maya thought, wishing she had worn a jacket instead of her mother's shawl. The sun
was nowhere to be seen among the grey clouds, and Maya had already lost the track of time. 

"In the monsoon months
It rains to make me wet
How to I console
My one lonely heart?"

     Maya started singing so she would not feel alone. Now, she had understood why her
mother always sang while doing chores. She would sing while doing dishes, cooking, or
cleaning the house. Wow! Ma sings all the time, Maya realized. Because her mother sang so
much, her house had felt unusually quiet without her. If I had brought along the radio, I would
have at least known when they unblocked the roads! Maya laughed thinking of all the things
she planned on carrying for one trip she was taking to the city. "Like I am going on a voyage!"
she said out loud and thought about her mother who often spoke to herself—accidentally. 
     "Take care of each other, we'll be back in two days," Maya remembered her mother's
words. Two days have turned into four long ones, Ma! she thought and realized that her feet
had carried her to the city. She found herself standing near the auto rickshaw stop and talking
to several drivers. Only one driver agreed to take her all the way to Dr. Ram's clinic. Maya
asked about the auto rickshaw fare in advance because she had to spare enough money for
the medicine. She also asked him if he was certain about the location of the clinic.
     "The doctor Ram's clinic? Forty Rupees," the driver said and looked curiously at her. "And, I
know about every street in Kathmandu."
     Only at that moment did she realize that it was not a good idea for a girl to get in an auto
rickshaw alone. "No thanks! But, can you give me directions to go there?" she asked.
     "How about you split the fare with another customer going that way? It will take you at least
two hours to get there on foot. I will make sure you share the seat with a lady," the driver said.
     Maya contemplated about the offer when an elderly woman approached the driver and
asked him if he could take her to Thimi. 
     "Hey, girl, the clinic is on the way to Thimi! I won't even charge you for the fare if the lady
agrees. I will try to find a customer coming back this way so I can drop you here when you are
done at the clinic. You can split the fare again. I am not this kind every day so hop in before it
rains," the driver said, smiling.
     "Yeah. I don't mind, but you have to hurry up. It will rain soon," the woman persuaded
Maya.
     "Will you put on the radio while we go there? I have to hear the news about the landslide,"
Maya asked the driver and climbed in to the auto rickshaw. "I didn't know people in the city are
also nice like us."
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     "Sure," the driver said as he started the engine and turned on the radio. "I am also from the
countryside, though. Why is a young girl like you out alone in this weather anyway?"
     "My brother is sick. I have to get him medicine," Maya replied. As she carefully listened to
the news on the radio, she smiled. The blockade was over. Now, her parents could be home
by tonight. She hoped to be home before they did so she could give Mihir one more dose of
the medicine.

Maya is wary of the people in Kathmandu. Which of these best supports this idea?

 A. She found herself standing near the auto rickshaw stop.

 B. "I am not this kind every day so hop in before it rains."

 C. "I didn't know people in the city are also nice like us."

 D. As she carefully listened to the news on the radio, she smiled.

Question 2 .

The Summer of Rain
by A. Gautam

     Maya looked at the overcast sky and hesitated before stepping out. She looked back to the
bed where her little brother lay sleeping. Mihir had been in bed for the last two days. The fever
had gone down, but he still appeared pale as buffalo's milk. His eyes were the color of turmeric
powder. Although Mihir was eating and keeping his food down, Maya knew that he needed
another dosage of medicine. The city doctor was far away, and Maya vaguely remembered his
address. Maya rushed to the bed to feel Mihir's forehead one last time and decided to leave
for the city. She had been unable to make up her mind the whole morning. I have to go now if I
want to be home by sunset, Maya thought to herself and ordered her mind to be calm. After
leaving several notes explaining the whereabouts of the food, juice, and herself all over Mihir's
room, Maya wrapped the shawl tightly around her arms. She locked the house from the
outside and left.
     After walking a few blocks, Maya remembered that she needed her rubber boots and
umbrella. Maya said a few inaudible words of anger at her lack of attention, rushed back to the
porch where she had left the umbrella and her boots, and resumed her journey with quicker
steps. Maya had no idea that she could almost run in those awkward boots when she needed
to. The whole time she was walking toward the city, Maya fretted over the important things she
might have forgotten to do. Her feet mechanically moved in the direction of her destination.
She failed to notice that not even stray dogs were out in this weather. It doesn't even feel like
summer, Maya thought, wishing she had worn a jacket instead of her mother's shawl. The sun
was nowhere to be seen among the grey clouds, and Maya had already lost the track of time. 

"In the monsoon months
It rains to make me wet
How to I console
My one lonely heart?"

     Maya started singing so she would not feel alone. Now, she had understood why her
mother always sang while doing chores. She would sing while doing dishes, cooking, or
cleaning the house. Wow! Ma sings all the time, Maya realized. Because her mother sang so
much, her house had felt unusually quiet without her. If I had brought along the radio, I would
have at least known when they unblocked the roads! Maya laughed thinking of all the things
she planned on carrying for one trip she was taking to the city. "Like I am going on a voyage!"
she said out loud and thought about her mother who often spoke to herself—accidentally. 
     "Take care of each other, we'll be back in two days," Maya remembered her mother's
words. Two days have turned into four long ones, Ma! she thought and realized that her feet
had carried her to the city. She found herself standing near the auto rickshaw stop and talking
to several drivers. Only one driver agreed to take her all the way to Dr. Ram's clinic. Maya
asked about the auto rickshaw fare in advance because she had to spare enough money for
the medicine. She also asked him if he was certain about the location of the clinic.
     "The doctor Ram's clinic? Forty Rupees," the driver said and looked curiously at her. "And, I
know about every street in Kathmandu."
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     Only at that moment did she realize that it was not a good idea for a girl to get in an auto
rickshaw alone. "No thanks! But, can you give me directions to go there?" she asked.
     "How about you split the fare with another customer going that way? It will take you at least
two hours to get there on foot. I will make sure you share the seat with a lady," the driver said.
     Maya contemplated about the offer when an elderly woman approached the driver and
asked him if he could take her to Thimi. 
     "Hey, girl, the clinic is on the way to Thimi! I won't even charge you for the fare if the lady
agrees. I will try to find a customer coming back this way so I can drop you here when you are
done at the clinic. You can split the fare again. I am not this kind every day so hop in before it
rains," the driver said, smiling.
     "Yeah. I don't mind, but you have to hurry up. It will rain soon," the woman persuaded
Maya.
     "Will you put on the radio while we go there? I have to hear the news about the landslide,"
Maya asked the driver and climbed in to the auto rickshaw. "I didn't know people in the city are
also nice like us."
     "Sure," the driver said as he started the engine and turned on the radio. "I am also from the
countryside, though. Why is a young girl like you out alone in this weather anyway?"
     "My brother is sick. I have to get him medicine," Maya replied. As she carefully listened to
the news on the radio, she smiled. The blockade was over. Now, her parents could be home
by tonight. She hoped to be home before they did so she could give Mihir one more dose of
the medicine.

It can be concluded from this passage that

 A. Dr. Ram offers free treatments.

 B. Dr. Ram is unaffordable for many.

 C. Dr. Ram is a well-known person.

 D. Dr. Ram often makes house calls.

Question 3 .

     Most of us cook our food in an oven that requires wood, propane, or electricity. Solar
ovens, on the other hand, only require the rays of the sun as an energy source. There are over
60 different types of solar ovens, but most operate according to the same basic principles.
Solar cooking is a process that concentrates sunlight on a reflective surface, converts light to
heat, and traps heat inside a container. The oven is placed in direct sunlight and left until the
food inside is thoroughly cooked. Cooking time varies according to the type of solar oven, the
amount of sunlight, and the quantity of food.
     Solar ovens are generally cheap to purchase and operate. A simple Internet search can
provide many tips on making your own oven from household items. Although solar ovens
provide a less fuel-intensive way to cook, they do have some disadvantages. They take longer
to heat food than conventional ovens, and they do not work well on cloudy or rainy days. For a
growing number of people, the advantages of cooking by the sun’s power far outweigh the
minor disadvantages. Why not buy or make your own solar oven today?

According to the author of this article, what is one advantage of solar ovens?

 A. They use less fuel than conventional ovens.

 B. They cook food faster than conventional ovens.

 C. They can operate in any kind of weather.

 D. They can cook more food than conventional ovens.
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Question 4 .

Parkour

     “Free running” is the English language equivalent for the French sport of parkour. The
origin of parkour comes from the French Army obstacle course, l’parcours combatant, used for
training. Practitioners of parkour, or traceurs, use agility and strength to cross an urban
landscape using acrobatics. The sport requires as much discipline as a martial art, as much
strength as mountain climbing, and as much endurance as long-distance running.
     A traceur might begin on the roof of a 5-story building then drop to a fire escape two floors
below. He might then flip over the edge of the railing, hang, and drop to the railing of the level
below. There, he might catch himself on that railing, hang, and then drop two more stories to
the street. The idea behind this dangerous maneuver is that through a system of three drops,
the traceur has reached the street in a matter of seconds. The more traditional method of
finding a set of stairs, or waiting on an elevator, might take minutes.
     Over the past decade, parkour has increased in popularity and has gained a cult following.
Action movies have noticed the sport, and some directors include chases between traceurs
through crowded city streets. Training academies report more young people are signing up to
study the art every season. YouTube and other upload sites contain hundreds of links to
videos from amateur traceurs. It may not be too long before the world gets its first view of
parkour at the Olympic Games.

Which of these best suggests that the sport of parkour requires special training?

 A. Action movies make use of parkour during chase scenes.

 B. Parkour requires great discipline, strength, and endurance.

 C. The sport is only practiced by daredevils and stunt people.

 D. Traceurs run through urban settings using efficient moves.
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Question 5 .

     Halva refers to a dense type of candy made in many different countries around the world.
The two distinct types of halva made from either flour or tahini differ in their consistency and
flavor. Tahini is a nut-butter made from sesame seeds. Halva made from wheat flour is
typically lighter and gelatinous, like a pudding. Halva made from tahini is more solid and
crumbly, like fudge. Bakers flavor halva with local ingredients and sweeten it with sugar or
honey.
      Halva has always been made in Arabic countries or those influenced by Arab traditions.
Because of the spread of Islam through Africa, Europe, and Asia, halva has spread to these
areas as well. People bake halva in Spain, southern Europe, the Balkans, Greece, Turkey,
Russia, India, North Africa, and many other locations around the globe. In these parts of the
world, halva is as popular as cookies or fudge brownies. Mothers bake it for their children, and
bakers make it in their shops. Because it is so popular and widespread, businesses produce
halva commercially and distribute it through grocery chains and candy shops.
      The delicacy has actually found its way into language in the form of expressions. For
example, in Greece, referring to another person as “Halva” is similar to calling that person fat
or chubby. In the Balkans, a good product can “sell like halva,” which means the same as the
English phrase, “sells like hotcakes.” Perhaps in the future Western nations like America or
Canada will come to enjoy this delicious worldwide sweet.

Which of the following best reveals the origins of halva?

 A. "In these parts of the world, halva is as popular as cookies or fudge brownies."

 B. "The two distinct types of halva made from either flour or tahini differ in their

consistency and flavor."

 C. "Halva made from tahini is more solid and crumbly, like fudge."

 D. "Halva has always been made in Arabic countries or those influenced by Arab

traditions."

Question 6 .

The Summer of Rain
by A. Gautam

     Maya looked at the overcast sky and hesitated before stepping out. She looked back to the
bed where her little brother lay sleeping. Mihir had been in bed for the last two days. The fever
had gone down, but he still appeared pale as buffalo's milk. His eyes were the color of turmeric
powder. Although Mihir was eating and keeping his food down, Maya knew that he needed
another dosage of medicine. The city doctor was far away, and Maya vaguely remembered his
address. Maya rushed to the bed to feel Mihir's forehead one last time and decided to leave
for the city. She had been unable to make up her mind the whole morning. I have to go now if I
want to be home by sunset, Maya thought to herself and ordered her mind to be calm. After
leaving several notes explaining the whereabouts of the food, juice, and herself all over Mihir's
room, Maya wrapped the shawl tightly around her arms. She locked the house from the
outside and left.
     After walking a few blocks, Maya remembered that she needed her rubber boots and
umbrella. Maya said a few inaudible words of anger at her lack of attention, rushed back to the
porch where she had left the umbrella and her boots, and resumed her journey with quicker
steps. Maya had no idea that she could almost run in those awkward boots when she needed
to. The whole time she was walking toward the city, Maya fretted over the important things she
might have forgotten to do. Her feet mechanically moved in the direction of her destination.
She failed to notice that not even stray dogs were out in this weather. It doesn't even feel like
summer, Maya thought, wishing she had worn a jacket instead of her mother's shawl. The sun
was nowhere to be seen among the grey clouds, and Maya had already lost the track of time. 

"In the monsoon months
It rains to make me wet
How to I console
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My one lonely heart?"

     Maya started singing so she would not feel alone. Now, she had understood why her
mother always sang while doing chores. She would sing while doing dishes, cooking, or
cleaning the house. Wow! Ma sings all the time, Maya realized. Because her mother sang so
much, her house had felt unusually quiet without her. If I had brought along the radio, I would
have at least known when they unblocked the roads! Maya laughed thinking of all the things
she planned on carrying for one trip she was taking to the city. "Like I am going on a voyage!"
she said out loud and thought about her mother who often spoke to herself—accidentally. 
     "Take care of each other, we'll be back in two days," Maya remembered her mother's
words. Two days have turned into four long ones, Ma! she thought and realized that her feet
had carried her to the city. She found herself standing near the auto rickshaw stop and talking
to several drivers. Only one driver agreed to take her all the way to Dr. Ram's clinic. Maya
asked about the auto rickshaw fare in advance because she had to spare enough money for
the medicine. She also asked him if he was certain about the location of the clinic.
     "The doctor Ram's clinic? Forty Rupees," the driver said and looked curiously at her. "And, I
know about every street in Kathmandu."
     Only at that moment did she realize that it was not a good idea for a girl to get in an auto
rickshaw alone. "No thanks! But, can you give me directions to go there?" she asked.
     "How about you split the fare with another customer going that way? It will take you at least
two hours to get there on foot. I will make sure you share the seat with a lady," the driver said.
     Maya contemplated about the offer when an elderly woman approached the driver and
asked him if he could take her to Thimi. 
     "Hey, girl, the clinic is on the way to Thimi! I won't even charge you for the fare if the lady
agrees. I will try to find a customer coming back this way so I can drop you here when you are
done at the clinic. You can split the fare again. I am not this kind every day so hop in before it
rains," the driver said, smiling.
     "Yeah. I don't mind, but you have to hurry up. It will rain soon," the woman persuaded
Maya.
     "Will you put on the radio while we go there? I have to hear the news about the landslide,"
Maya asked the driver and climbed in to the auto rickshaw. "I didn't know people in the city are
also nice like us."
     "Sure," the driver said as he started the engine and turned on the radio. "I am also from the
countryside, though. Why is a young girl like you out alone in this weather anyway?"
     "My brother is sick. I have to get him medicine," Maya replied. As she carefully listened to
the news on the radio, she smiled. The blockade was over. Now, her parents could be home
by tonight. She hoped to be home before they did so she could give Mihir one more dose of
the medicine.

What do Maya's actions in the passage reflect?

 A. She feels responsible for the well-being of her brother.

 B. She expects her parents to never leave her with Mihir again.

 C. She has taken the auto rickshaw alone in the city before.

 D. She lacks the courage to face new and difficult situations.
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Question 7 .

     "Want to go fishing with us?" Jenny asked Cathy, her new friend who had recently moved to
the city from the Midwest. "You just need a hat and sunscreen. We won't be gone too long. We
have food. What do you say?"
     "Sure," Cathy replied. "Do I need to pack any vegetarian food?"
     "Oh! I forgot! I can make you a sandwich without meat. Let's run," Jenny convinced her
friend and gestured her to hurry up. "Let's try to get there while it's still morning."
     "Is anyone else coming?" Cathy voiced her concern. "I mean who else is coming?"
     "Just Pat," Jenny replied as she motioned Cathy to lock the door. "We can chat in the car.
We'll pick him up and leave for the lake."
     "Uh ok," Cathy mumbled, unable to back out now. "Fishing is about enjoying silence, right?"
     "Why not," Jenny remarked. "Pat is chatty, though!"
     "Did you tell him you were going to invite me?" Cathy asked, unable to keep her mind off
the topic. "Doesn't he mind?"
     "I assumed he'd be okay. He likes my friends. He mentioned you were cool to hang out
with," Jenny replied as she started driving. She turned on the radio and sang the opera as she
drove. "I am the only one I know who sings an opera in the car, ha!" 
     After Jenny sang three arias, she arrived at Pat's apartment with Cathy, who refused to get
out of the car. She made an inaudible excuse and moved to the back seat of the car. When
Jenny returned with Pat, Cathy managed to greet them and stayed quiet. The three of them
drove for an hour and arrived at a serene lake. The radio was not on during this trip, and Pat
talked about his college plans for the whole hour. He was going to Yale, far away from Purdue,
Jenny and Cathy's future academic institution. He was happy about settling down at one place
for four years. Once the group reached the lake, Pat kept talking. This time, he went on and on
about having moved 300 times around the country and being separated from 300 best friends
in each city.
     "You are exaggerating," Jenny accused Pat. "Maybe you have moved like 20 times."
     "And, I have fallen in love only two times," Pat blurted out. "But, you are the real one,
Jenn."
     "Who was the other one?" Jenny asked, plainly jealous. "You never told me."
     "There was this girl in my grade school in Nebraska. I thought we were soul mates. What
do kids know! I am sure she does not even remember my name now," Pat recanted. "That was
so long ago. I bet she couldn't recognize me if she saw me. Well, I forgot how she looked as
well. Oh well! But, you'll never forget me, right?"
     As the couple exchanged their stories from their past, they forgot to notice Cathy who was
hiding her Cornhuskers cap in her purse. They did not see the disgusted look on her face
when Pat caught a fish and dumped it on the bucket. Cathy closed her eyes, unable to see the
trembling fish, and stared at the lake.

Which of these is true based on the evidence in the passage?

 A. Jenny needs to be a safer driver.

 B. Pat tries to converse with Cathy a lot.

 C. Cathy is always in a hurry to leave.

 D. Cathy has lived in Nebraska before.
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Question 8 .

Parkour

     “Free running” is the English language equivalent for the French sport of parkour. The
origin of parkour comes from the French Army obstacle course, l’parcours combatant, used for
training. Practitioners of parkour, or traceurs, use agility and strength to cross an urban
landscape using acrobatics. The sport requires as much discipline as a martial art, as much
strength as mountain climbing, and as much endurance as long-distance running.
     A traceur might begin on the roof of a 5-story building then drop to a fire escape two floors
below. He might then flip over the edge of the railing, hang, and drop to the railing of the level
below. There, he might catch himself on that railing, hang, and then drop two more stories to
the street. The idea behind this dangerous maneuver is that through a system of three drops,
the traceur has reached the street in a matter of seconds. The more traditional method of
finding a set of stairs, or waiting on an elevator, might take minutes.
     Over the past decade, parkour has increased in popularity and has gained a cult following.
Action movies have noticed the sport, and some directors include chases between traceurs
through crowded city streets. Training academies report more young people are signing up to
study the art every season. YouTube and other upload sites contain hundreds of links to
videos from amateur traceurs. It may not be too long before the world gets its first view of
parkour at the Olympic Games.

Which of the following sentences from the passage supports the idea that parkour will be a popular
sport in the future?

 A. "Action movies have noticed the sport, and some directors include chases between

traceurs through crowded city streets."

 B. "Practitioners of parkour, or traceurs, use agility and strength to cross an urban

landscape using acrobatics."

 C. "The origin of parkour comes from the French Army obstacle course, l'parcours

combatant, used for training."

 D. "The more traditional method of finding a set of stairs, or waiting on an elevator, might

take minutes."

Question 9 .

Directions: Select the correct text in the passage.

Read the sentence below.

"Although his research was thorough, Wegener's ideas were highly radical and met with little or no
acceptance."

Which sentence in the passage supports this claim?

Do You Catch My Drift?

     Modern scientists believe that all of Earth's continents were once part of one giant continent.
Over time, this continent broke into several pieces and moved apart. This process, known as
"continental drift," is far from over.
     The belief that Earth's continents are moving is not new. In the early seventeenth century,
many scientists observed startling similarities between the shorelines of eastern South America
and western Africa, but they never imagined that the two continents had at one time been
connected. These observations, while interesting, did little more than prompt conversation among
scientists and philosophers.
     Serious attention was finally given to the similarities between the African and South American
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shorelines in the early twentieth century. In 1912, Dr. Alfred Wegener suggested that all seven of
the major continents had originally been united as a single supercontinent named Pangaea,
which means "all land" in Greek. According to Wegener, this supercontinent separated into many
smaller continents that have been moving ever since. 
     Wegener supported his bold claims by collecting information from the top archaeologists,
geographers, and geologists of his day.  He developed extremely detailed maps to demonstrate
the breakup of Pangaea and illustrate the movements of the continents to their modern-day
locations. Although his research was thorough, Wegener's ideas were highly radical and met with
little or no acceptance.
     The opposition to Wegener's ideas stemmed from a long history of scientific tradition.
Scientists held firm to their belief that the continents were permanent fixtures on Earth's
surface.  Without irrefutable evidence, they were unwilling to drop their existing views and adopt
Wegener's new, controversial views. 
     In 1928, a committee of geologists met to discuss the hypothesis of continental drift. "What
type of force is strong enough to move continents?" the geologists asked. Wegener could not give
them an answer, so the geologists rejected his hypothesis. 
     A handful of scientists, including Wegener, refused to give up, and continued their work on the
rejected hypothesis. These scientists continued to discover reasonable scientific evidence to
support their views, but the discovery of a continent-driving force eluded them for nearly 30
years.  
     Finally, in the 1960s, long after Wegener's death, research on Earth's ocean floors provided
the crucial evidence to support the hypothesis of continental drift. In 1962, Harry Hess, a geology
professor at Princeton University, published a paper outlining a process he called "sea-floor
spreading." Hess proposed that continents do not move by themselves, but rather ride atop large
plates of Earth that are slowly but constantly moving.  After much review, Hess's research was
accepted by a majority of the scientific community. His research provided a much-needed missing
piece to the puzzle Dr. Wegener started years earlier.
     Since the 1960s, scientists have changed their beliefs to follow those set forth by Dr. Alfred
Wegener. They have a much clearer picture today of the movements of the continents. Although
they cannot know for certain where the continents are headed, they can keep us aware of the
changes as they happen. One thing is guaranteed: we are going on a long ride, whether we like it
or not!
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Question 10 .

     The Motion Picture Association of America is an organization of movie studios that censors
movies distributed in America. The MPAA is a non-profit, private company with no connection
to the U.S. government. The organization claims this is necessary to ensure the government
does not violate the First Amendment rights of American citizens. It further states that because
the studios police themselves, the government has no need to do so. While this fact may be
true, a large number of past MPAA presidents have been ex-politicians with ties to the U.S.
government. 
      The focus of the MPAA is censorship of films. The organization rates almost all films
produced and distributed by the United States. It then awards those films a rating based on the
content. The MPAA does not specifically instruct film studios which scenes they should cut in
order to receive a particular rating. It instead releases a general opinion as to why the film will
receive the rating. The studio then has the opportunity to cut the film again and resubmit it to
the MPAA for another review. If a studio chooses not to comply with the MPAA rating system
for a particular film, then that film will not receive an MPAA rating. Without an MPAA rating,
theater owners will not book the film in U.S. theaters.
      Most critics understand and support the need to protect children from exposure to
inappropriate subject matter. Still, some vocal critics claim that movie studios have made use
of the MPAA rating system to promote particular films. These critics say that features released
by the major studios receive less censorship than features released by independent film
studios. Several documentaries have come out recently that provide evidence to support this
argument. The MPAA, on the other hand, defends its methods by saying its employees review
a film based on an objective scale.
      Critics also complain that some action movie directors purposefully seek an R-rating for a
film. They do so to attract larger audiences and increase ticket sales. These critics explain that
if an action film has a lot of violence, then more people will go to see it. They further explain
that the MPAA does not censor violence as readily as sexual content or harsh language.
These critics state that if violence is just as objectionable as other adult subject matter, then
the MPAA should censor it just as often. Critics of the MPAA, like film critic Roger Ebert, call for
the MPAA to restructure its process to produce ratings that are more accurate.

Read the sentence from the passage.

"Critics also complain that some action movie directors purposefully seek an R-rating for a film."

Based on this statement, why does the author want the MPAA to reform its process?

 A. The movie studios can easily manipulate the MPAA ratings standards for personal

gain.

 B. The MPAA is so strict in its censorship of movies that it robs Americans of their rights.

 C. There is no legitimate problem that critics might have because the system does its job.

 D. The MPAA rating system creates boring movies with no real artistic value to people.
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Question 11 .

Cork Floors, Yes or No?

     I have always believed that floors add character and warmth to a home. In today’s world of
floors, there are varied options to choose from. A unique and eco-friendly flooring option, cork
has an exceptionally long lifespan. It reduces the risk of rot and mold and actually helps the
quality of air indoors. It works well to neutralize temperature and absorb sound. Because cork
flooring does not trap allergens, pet dander, or dust, it is also great for allergy sufferers. After
reading several reviews and having used it at home for several years, I highly recommend this
option for anyone interested in eco-friendly flooring. I can vouch for it!
     However, there are some pitfalls that keep buyers from investing in cork flooring. For one, it
is expensive! Cork comes from an evergreen tree called the cork oak. These trees are grown
in the region around the Mediterranean Sea, and therefore, the cost of shipping bumps up the
sticker price considerably. Secondly, unlike other floors that last almost a lifetime, cork floors
last only five to ten years and have to be replaced more frequently. Dogs and high heels are a
complete no-no around cork-floored areas. Paws and heels dig through the pliable surface,
creating holes. In spite of its disadvantages, a large number of people today are turning
towards this earth-friendly product.

Which quote from the selection best demonstrates the author's preference for cork flooring?

 A. "These trees are grown in the region around the Mediterranean Sea, and therefore, the

cost of shipping bumps up the sticker price considerably."

 B. "Because cork flooring does not trap allergens, pet dander, or dust, it is also great for

allergy sufferers."

 C. "After reading several reviews and having used it at home for several years, I highly

recommend this option for anyone interested in eco-friendly flooring."

 D. "However, there are some pitfalls that keep buyers from investing in cork flooring. For

one, it is expensive!"
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Question 12 .

Happy Happy Smile Smile
by A. Gautam

     "Happy happy smile smile!" Julia said to the children as they posed for the picture.
     "That is not your line," Steve, 6, attacked. "Daddy, tell her she can't use Mom's words." He
got up from the couch and sat on his father's lap.
     "Aren't you a little old for that?" Miranda, 13, asked her sulking step-brother. "Mom, would
you hurry up, please?"
     "Alright—alright—say cheese, please!" Julia asked of the children and her husband and
finished her duty of taking the yearly picture. Next, she put the camera on auto mode and got
in the picture as well. "There. Thank you, guys. 
     "Miranda, help Daddy put together Steve's new toy. Stevie, honey, would you like to help
me set up the plates for dinner?"
     "Sure," Miranda replied and stood next to her step-father, waiting for instructions. "How can
I help, George?"
     "Please do not address him by his first name. At least call him 'father,' sweetheart!" Julia
insisted and waited for Steve with a smile.
     "Why me?" Steve asked, still clinging to his father and hoping for an excuse. After receiving
a gentle nudge from him, Steve reluctantly moved towards the kitchen. "Okayyyyy! Daddy, why
do we take a picture on my birthday every year? Why not on your birthday?"
     "Because your Mom used to take a picture of you every year to see how much you have
grown. You were the one and only baby for her. Nothing or nobody will ever replace you for
your daddy either," Julia responded instead and continued to hand Steve a plate to set on
each place mat. "You are a special boy."
     "And, Miranda?" Steve asked Julia, without sulking. 
     "Well, she is my baby girl," Julia replied. "But, Miranda and I love you, too. Your daddy
loves her a little, too. Is that okay?"
     "And, you?" Steve's voice was softer now.
     "Can I love you a little, too?" Julia asked, facing Steve and anticipating a hug. 
     "Maybe tomorrow," Steve replied. "If I like your gift." After he was done helping Julia, he
stood close to her so she could embrace him if she wanted to. When she understood and bent
down, Steve ran away to the table where his gifts were being kept. He opened the box that
was marked "from Julia" first. When he saw that it was a picture frame with photographs of him
and his mother, he screamed with joy. The handmade wooden frame read "happy happy smile
smile." 
     Julia was watching the little boy's face when he opened up the present. She saw a genuine
smile in his face. The same smile was apparent in his father's face at the same moment.

Which example from the passage supports the idea that the father lets Julia handle the situation with
Steve?

 A. He asks Steve to set up the table for dinner.

 B. He allows Steve to sit near him for the picture.

 C. He lets her do all the talking that evening.

 D. He enlists Miranda's help with the toys.
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Question 13 .

     One, two, three, four, five . . . , Carla repeated over and over again in her head. She was
sitting in the driveway holding on to the steering wheel for the past half hour. You can do this.
She caressed the steering wheel one more time, adjusted the rear view mirror once again, and
started counting out loud. "One," she said as she thought about her only best friend, Anyuta,
whom she missed a lot. "Two," Carla uttered the number of road trips she took with her family
and Anyuta. "Three," she pronounced the number of times Anyuta went back home for the
holidays since she had come to her hometown as an exchange student. "Four," Carla said,
recalling the number of secrets she had only shared with Anyuta. 
     Carla tried to remember which foot hits the accelerator and which foot presses on the
brakes. She tried to think of all the things Anyuta would have said to encourage her and slowly
turned on the ignition. After wiping down a few tears, she checked the manila envelope with
information about Mothers Against Drunk Driving to send to Anyuta's mother. Carla tried to
forgive herself once again for taking Anyuta to the formal dance in their high school, which she
did not want to attend in the first place. But she could never forgive the intoxicated driver who
hit the passenger side of her car that night. One, two, three, four, five . . . , Carla repeated and
slowly drove to her high school where she was going to be speaking at the memorial program.
As she watched a bird fly across her windshield, she knew just what she was going to be
saying. She was going to ask her peers to respect life in every waking moment—especially
behind the wheels. Her grip behind the steering wheel was getting stronger.

From the last sentence of the passage, the reader can conclude that

 A. Carla is driving without focus and attention.

 B. Carla has just renewed her driver's license.

 C. Carla is overcoming her fear of driving.

 D. Carla has won over her wrath and anger.

Question 14 .

     Chess is a game of strategy and tactics. A game involves a match between two opponents
who combat one another in a contest of judgment and perception. Players must skillfully
control their army as they attempt to capture their adversary’s king, a game-winning position
known as checkmate. Unlike many other games, chance is not a factor in determining the
victor. Rather, the outcome depends solely on the decisions made by each player. The
complexity of the game lies in these decisions, for they have far-reaching consequences as
the game slowly progresses.
     The history of chess reaches back at least 1,400 years sometime before 600 A.D. Since
then, the game has undergone many changes. Evidence suggests that the game originated in
India as a tool for teaching military strategy to royalty. From here, the game spread to Persia
(modern day Iran) and then throughout the Muslim world. By 1000 A.D., it had moved into the
main commercial centers of Italy and Spain. The game became well established throughout
Europe in the second half of the fifteenth century. The historical evolution of the game has
resulted in the modern form we know today.

Read the sentence from the passage.

A game involves a match between two opponents who combat one another in a contest of judgment
and perception.

What does the sentence imply?

 A. The difficulty of chess depends on a person’s point of view.

 B. Success in chess demonstrates intellectual strength.

 C. Chess is useful for settling conflicts and disputes in a fair way.

 D. Chess requires thoughtful collaboration and planning.
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Question 15 .

from The Early History of the Airplane
by Orville and Wilbur Wright

     For two reasons we decided to use two propellers. In the first place we could, by the use of
two propellers, secure a reaction against a greater quantity of air, and at the same time use a
larger pitch angle than was possible with one propeller; and in the second place by having the
propellers turn in opposite directions, the gyroscopic action of one would neutralize that of the
other. The method we adopted of driving the propellers in opposite directions by means of
chains is now too well known to need description here. We decided to place the motor to one
side of the man, so that in case of a plunge headfirst, the motor could not fall upon him. In our
gliding experiments we had had a number of experiences in which we had landed upon one
wing, but the crushing of the wing had absorbed the shock, so that we were not uneasy about
the motor in case of a landing of that kind. To provide against the machine rolling over forward
in landing, we designed skids like sled runners, extending out in front of the main surfaces.
Otherwise the general construction and operation of the machine was to be similar to that of
the 1902 glider.
     In order to show the general reader the way in which the machine operates, let us fancy
ourselves ready for the start. The machine is placed upon a single-rail track facing the wind,
and is securely fastened with a cable. The engine is put in motion, and the propellers in the
rear whir. You take your seat at the center of the machine beside the operator. He slips the
cable, and you shoot forward. An assistant who has been holding the machine in balance on
the rail starts forward with you, but before you have gone 50 feet the speed is too great for
him, and he lets go. Before reaching the end of the track the operator moves the front rudder,
and the machine lifts from the rail like a kite supported by the pressure of the air underneath it.
The ground under you is first a perfect blur, but as you rise the objects become clearer. At a
height of 100 feet you feel hardly any motion at all, except for the wind which strikes your face.
If you did not take the precaution to fasten your hat before starting, you have probably lost it by
this time. The operator moves a lever: the right wing rises, and the machine swings about to
the left. You make a very short turn, yet you do not feel the sensation of being thrown from
your seat, so often experienced in automobile and railway travel. You find yourself facing
toward the point from which you started. The objects on the ground now seem to be moving at
much higher speed, though you perceive no change in the pressure of the wind on your face.
You know then that you are traveling with the wind. When you near the starting-point the
operator stops the motor while still high in the air. The machine coasts down at an oblique
angle to the ground, and after sliding 50 or 100 feet, comes to rest. Although the machine
often lands when traveling at a speed of a mile a minute, you feel no shock whatever, and
cannot, in fact, tell the exact moment at which it first touched the ground. The motor close
beside you kept up an almost deafening roar during the whole flight, yet in your excitement
you did not notice it till it stopped!

Directions: Select all the correct answers.

Which two pieces of evidence from the passage best suggest that the Wright brothers seriously
considered safety in their airplane design?

 We decided to place the motor to one side of the man, so that in case
of a plunge headfirst, the motor could not fall upon him.

 
To provide against the machine rolling over forward in landing, we
designed skids like sled runners, extending out in front of the main
surfaces.

 If you did not take the precaution to fasten your hat before starting,
you have probably lost it by this time.

 
The motor close beside you kept up an almost deafening roar during
the whole flight, yet in your excitement you did not notice it till it
stopped!

 Otherwise the general construction and operation of the machine was
to be similar to that of the 1902 glider.
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Question 16 .

     The new Blackberry Storm is giving the legendary iPhone a run for its money. From the
moment you lay eyes on the Storm, you know a lot of time has been invested in creating this
striking new device. The Blackberry has earned mythic status as the phone to have in the
email and messaging world. The new "click" technology called SurePress will make keyboard
users heave a sigh. Whether it’s a sigh of relief or distress will only be known on further
analysis. Does the Storm truly live up to its image? Only time will tell.

What does the author mean when he or she says, "The new Blackberry Storm is giving the legendary
iPhone a run for its money"?

 A. The new Blackberry Storm is no comparison for Apple's iPhone.

 B. The Blackberry Storm and Apple's iPhone are both very expensive to buy.

 C. The new Blackberry Storm is giving Apple's iPhone stiff competition.

 D. The Blackberry Storm enjoys more legendary status than Apple's iPhone.
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Question 17 .

Happy Happy Smile Smile
by A. Gautam

     "Happy happy smile smile!" Julia said to the children as they posed for the picture.
     "That is not your line," Steve, 6, attacked. "Daddy, tell her she can't use Mom's words." He
got up from the couch and sat on his father's lap.
     "Aren't you a little old for that?" Miranda, 13, asked her sulking step-brother. "Mom, would
you hurry up, please?"
     "Alright—alright—say cheese, please!" Julia asked of the children and her husband and
finished her duty of taking the yearly picture. Next, she put the camera on auto mode and got
in the picture as well. "There. Thank you, guys. 
     "Miranda, help Daddy put together Steve's new toy. Stevie, honey, would you like to help
me set up the plates for dinner?"
     "Sure," Miranda replied and stood next to her step-father, waiting for instructions. "How can
I help, George?"
     "Please do not address him by his first name. At least call him 'father,' sweetheart!" Julia
insisted and waited for Steve with a smile.
     "Why me?" Steve asked, still clinging to his father and hoping for an excuse. After receiving
a gentle nudge from him, Steve reluctantly moved towards the kitchen. "Okayyyyy! Daddy, why
do we take a picture on my birthday every year? Why not on your birthday?"
     "Because your Mom used to take a picture of you every year to see how much you have
grown. You were the one and only baby for her. Nothing or nobody will ever replace you for
your daddy either," Julia responded instead and continued to hand Steve a plate to set on
each place mat. "You are a special boy."
     "And, Miranda?" Steve asked Julia, without sulking. 
     "Well, she is my baby girl," Julia replied. "But, Miranda and I love you, too. Your daddy
loves her a little, too. Is that okay?"
     "And, you?" Steve's voice was softer now.
     "Can I love you a little, too?" Julia asked, facing Steve and anticipating a hug. 
     "Maybe tomorrow," Steve replied. "If I like your gift." After he was done helping Julia, he
stood close to her so she could embrace him if she wanted to. When she understood and bent
down, Steve ran away to the table where his gifts were being kept. He opened the box that
was marked "from Julia" first. When he saw that it was a picture frame with photographs of him
and his mother, he screamed with joy. The handmade wooden frame read "happy happy smile
smile." 
     Julia was watching the little boy's face when he opened up the present. She saw a genuine
smile in his face. The same smile was apparent in his father's face at the same moment.

What can be inferred from the passage?

 A. Julia is succeeding in winning over Steve.

 B. Miranda is failing at assembling the toy.

 C. Steve's love for his mother is starting to fade.

 D. The father is oblivious to the developments.
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Question 18 .

The New Deal

     In order to combat the economic devastation caused by the Great Depression, Franklin
Roosevelt had Congress pass a series of bills known as the New Deal. Its aim was to put a
stop to the economic downturn and help America recover from years of financial deprivation.
     Roosevelt based the ideals of the New Deal on three foundations. First “Relief” was the
idea that those Americans in need would need immediate support. Second, “Reform” was the
idea that American business centers needed to be reformed to ensure the tragedy would not
happen again. Third, “Recovery” was the idea that the New Deal would help the economy
recover so that it would be stronger than before the Great Depression.
     The New Deal closed the banks, created government programs that would protect the
banks should they fail in the future, and took the United States off the gold standard. This
created a more elastic economy that allowed financial centers to bounce back if the dollar
continued to fail. The New Deal also called for the federal government to spend billions of
dollars putting America to work. Roosevelt knew that Americans were a proud people. While
some might take charity, the president knew all of them would take honest work. The mobilized
workers built dams, railroads, power stations, highways, canals, and levies against floodplains.
It was a new face on an old country. New buildings sprung up everywhere. The workers built
Hoover Dam, one of the largest dams in the world, in a little less than five years. A network of
interstate highways spread from coast to coast and border to border. Roosevelt’s New Deal
gave Americans heart again after having lost so much during the Great Depression.
     The plan was not without its opponents, however. Critics screamed that the New Deal was
bald-faced communism while still others called it fascism. Roosevelt denied these opponents’
claims directly. In one of his Fireside Chats, he said that though some might try to scare
Americans by calling the New Deal communism or fascism, it was the “right” thing to do. He
said Americans were in need, and now they were working to build a better country. Opponents
also pointed out that unemployment had not returned to its lowest point before the Depression.
They complained that Roosevelt could not balance the budget, and the U.S. was slipping
further into debt. Roosevelt said that the increased spending was necessary to stabilize the
nation. Most Americans sided with Roosevelt, as he continued to win elections.
     Eventually, the United States entered World War II, and unemployment virtually
disappeared. Factory production skyrocketed, and the U.S. government spent even more
money by purchasing weapons, equipment, and ammunition from American companies. The
federal government spent more money during World War II than it ever did during the years of
the New Deal. This catapulted the American economy into superpower status as early as
1946. A status the country still enjoys today.

Which quote from the article supports the New Deal was a good financial idea?

 A. "Opponents also pointed out that unemployment had not returned to its lowest point

before the Depression."

 B. "Critics screamed that the New Deal was bald-faced communism while still others

called it fascism."

 C. "The New Deal also called for the federal government to spend billions of dollars

putting America to work."

 D. "Roosevelt's New Deal gave Americans heart again after having lost so much during

the Great Depression."
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Question 19 .

     "Want to go fishing with us?" Jenny asked Cathy, her new friend who had recently moved to
the city from the Midwest. "You just need a hat and sunscreen. We won't be gone too long. We
have food. What do you say?"
     "Sure," Cathy replied. "Do I need to pack any vegetarian food?"
     "Oh! I forgot! I can make you a sandwich without meat. Let's run," Jenny convinced her
friend and gestured her to hurry up. "Let's try to get there while it's still morning."
     "Is anyone else coming?" Cathy voiced her concern. "I mean who else is coming?"
     "Just Pat," Jenny replied as she motioned Cathy to lock the door. "We can chat in the car.
We'll pick him up and leave for the lake."
     "Uh ok," Cathy mumbled, unable to back out now. "Fishing is about enjoying silence, right?"
     "Why not," Jenny remarked. "Pat is chatty, though!"
     "Did you tell him you were going to invite me?" Cathy asked, unable to keep her mind off
the topic. "Doesn't he mind?"
     "I assumed he'd be okay. He likes my friends. He mentioned you were cool to hang out
with," Jenny replied as she started driving. She turned on the radio and sang the opera as she
drove. "I am the only one I know who sings an opera in the car, ha!" 
     After Jenny sang three arias, she arrived at Pat's apartment with Cathy, who refused to get
out of the car. She made an inaudible excuse and moved to the back seat of the car. When
Jenny returned with Pat, Cathy managed to greet them and stayed quiet. The three of them
drove for an hour and arrived at a serene lake. The radio was not on during this trip, and Pat
talked about his college plans for the whole hour. He was going to Yale, far away from Purdue,
Jenny and Cathy's future academic institution. He was happy about settling down at one place
for four years. Once the group reached the lake, Pat kept talking. This time, he went on and on
about having moved 300 times around the country and being separated from 300 best friends
in each city.
     "You are exaggerating," Jenny accused Pat. "Maybe you have moved like 20 times."
     "And, I have fallen in love only two times," Pat blurted out. "But, you are the real one,
Jenn."
     "Who was the other one?" Jenny asked, plainly jealous. "You never told me."
     "There was this girl in my grade school in Nebraska. I thought we were soul mates. What
do kids know! I am sure she does not even remember my name now," Pat recanted. "That was
so long ago. I bet she couldn't recognize me if she saw me. Well, I forgot how she looked as
well. Oh well! But, you'll never forget me, right?"
     As the couple exchanged their stories from their past, they forgot to notice Cathy who was
hiding her Cornhuskers cap in her purse. They did not see the disgusted look on her face
when Pat caught a fish and dumped it on the bucket. Cathy closed her eyes, unable to see the
trembling fish, and stared at the lake.

What can be inferred from the following sentence from the passage?

"Uh ok," Cathy mumbled, unable to back out now.

 A. Jenny is attempting to find out if Cathy likes her boyfriend Pat.

 B. Cathy tries hard to make her feelings seem inconspicuous.

 C. Cathy and Jenny have known each other for a long time.

 D. Jenny makes great effort to ask her friend about her interests.

Question 20 .

The Summer of Rain
by A. Gautam

     Maya looked at the overcast sky and hesitated before stepping out. She looked back to the
bed where her little brother lay sleeping. Mihir had been in bed for the last two days. The fever
had gone down, but he still appeared pale as buffalo's milk. His eyes were the color of turmeric
powder. Although Mihir was eating and keeping his food down, Maya knew that he needed
another dosage of medicine. The city doctor was far away, and Maya vaguely remembered his
address. Maya rushed to the bed to feel Mihir's forehead one last time and decided to leave
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for the city. She had been unable to make up her mind the whole morning. I have to go now if I
want to be home by sunset, Maya thought to herself and ordered her mind to be calm. After
leaving several notes explaining the whereabouts of the food, juice, and herself all over Mihir's
room, Maya wrapped the shawl tightly around her arms. She locked the house from the
outside and left.
     After walking a few blocks, Maya remembered that she needed her rubber boots and
umbrella. Maya said a few inaudible words of anger at her lack of attention, rushed back to the
porch where she had left the umbrella and her boots, and resumed her journey with quicker
steps. Maya had no idea that she could almost run in those awkward boots when she needed
to. The whole time she was walking toward the city, Maya fretted over the important things she
might have forgotten to do. Her feet mechanically moved in the direction of her destination.
She failed to notice that not even stray dogs were out in this weather. It doesn't even feel like
summer, Maya thought, wishing she had worn a jacket instead of her mother's shawl. The sun
was nowhere to be seen among the grey clouds, and Maya had already lost the track of time. 

"In the monsoon months
It rains to make me wet
How to I console
My one lonely heart?"

     Maya started singing so she would not feel alone. Now, she had understood why her
mother always sang while doing chores. She would sing while doing dishes, cooking, or
cleaning the house. Wow! Ma sings all the time, Maya realized. Because her mother sang so
much, her house had felt unusually quiet without her. If I had brought along the radio, I would
have at least known when they unblocked the roads! Maya laughed thinking of all the things
she planned on carrying for one trip she was taking to the city. "Like I am going on a voyage!"
she said out loud and thought about her mother who often spoke to herself—accidentally. 
     "Take care of each other, we'll be back in two days," Maya remembered her mother's
words. Two days have turned into four long ones, Ma! she thought and realized that her feet
had carried her to the city. She found herself standing near the auto rickshaw stop and talking
to several drivers. Only one driver agreed to take her all the way to Dr. Ram's clinic. Maya
asked about the auto rickshaw fare in advance because she had to spare enough money for
the medicine. She also asked him if he was certain about the location of the clinic.
     "The doctor Ram's clinic? Forty Rupees," the driver said and looked curiously at her. "And, I
know about every street in Kathmandu."
     Only at that moment did she realize that it was not a good idea for a girl to get in an auto
rickshaw alone. "No thanks! But, can you give me directions to go there?" she asked.
     "How about you split the fare with another customer going that way? It will take you at least
two hours to get there on foot. I will make sure you share the seat with a lady," the driver said.
     Maya contemplated about the offer when an elderly woman approached the driver and
asked him if he could take her to Thimi. 
     "Hey, girl, the clinic is on the way to Thimi! I won't even charge you for the fare if the lady
agrees. I will try to find a customer coming back this way so I can drop you here when you are
done at the clinic. You can split the fare again. I am not this kind every day so hop in before it
rains," the driver said, smiling.
     "Yeah. I don't mind, but you have to hurry up. It will rain soon," the woman persuaded
Maya.
     "Will you put on the radio while we go there? I have to hear the news about the landslide,"
Maya asked the driver and climbed in to the auto rickshaw. "I didn't know people in the city are
also nice like us."
     "Sure," the driver said as he started the engine and turned on the radio. "I am also from the
countryside, though. Why is a young girl like you out alone in this weather anyway?"
     "My brother is sick. I have to get him medicine," Maya replied. As she carefully listened to
the news on the radio, she smiled. The blockade was over. Now, her parents could be home
by tonight. She hoped to be home before they did so she could give Mihir one more dose of
the medicine.

Which sentence supports the idea that Maya is out in unfavorable conditions?

 A. She would sing while doing dishes, cooking, or cleaning the house.

 B. She failed to notice that not even stray dogs were out in this weather.

 C. Her feet mechanically moved in the direction of her destination.
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 D. "How about you split the fare with another customer going that way?"
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Answers

1.  C

2.  C

3.  A

4.  B

5.  D

6.  A

7.  D

8.  A

9.  --

10.  A

11.  C

12.  C

13.  C

14.  B

15.  --

16.  C

17.  A

18.  D

19.  B

20.  B
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Explanations

1. The passage informs the reader that Maya travels quite a distance to be in the city. She is from the countryside and has interacted little with
the city folks. This is evident in her remark to the auto rickshaw driver who seems very kind and generous. Maya assumes that he is from the
city and is a nice person despite the stereotype she has heard.

2. In this passage, Maya enquires about Dr. Ram's clinic to the auto rickshaw drivers even though she does not know his address. In addition,
the driver who offers to take her there also knows about the clinic. Because Dr. Ram's name seems to be common knowledge for people, it is
safe to conclude that he is a well-known person.

3. In the first paragraph, the author compares conventional ovens, which are powered by wood, propane, or electricity, with solar ovens, which
are powered only by the sun. The text states that solar ovens provide a "less fuel-intensive way to cook." The author implies that solar ovens
are better than conventional ovens because they use less fuel.

4. The author states at the end of the first paragraph that parkour "requires as much discipline as martial arts, as much strength as mountain
climbing, and as much endurance as long-distance running." While the other answers describe aspects of the sport, they do not illustrate the
types of training involved.

5. The author states, "Halva has always been made in Arabic countries or those influenced by Arab traditions," and the sentence demonstrates
where halva originated. The next sentence in the passage explains how the confection spread to other parts of the world. The other choices
may explain how halva is made or in which countries it might be found, but they do not explain its origins.

6. This passage shows how Maya travels a great distance to get medicine for her brother and how she takes care of him at home. While her
parents are away, she acts with great responsibility to ensure Mihir's well-being.

7. The passage implies that Cathy has recently moved from the Midwest. She also hides the Cornhuskers cap in her purse. Cornhuskers is the
logo for Nebraska's football team. It can be concluded from the passage that Cathy has lived in Nebraska before.

8. The sentence, "Action movies have noticed the sport, and some directors include chases between traceurs through crowded city streets,"
suggests that if Hollywood is glamorizing the sport, then young people may soon become interested in it. The next sentences in the passage
provide evidence that today's youth have already become attracted to the sport.

9. In the passage, the author states that Wegener's claims about a "supercontinent" were "highly radical and met with little or no acceptance."
The sentence "Scientists held firm to their belief that the continents were permanent fixtures on Earth's surface" supports this assertion by
showing that Wegener's ideas seemed far-fetched to fellow scientists who found a "supercontinent" improbable.

10.The author writes in the next sentence, "They do so to attract larger audiences and increase ticket sales." The author goes on to make a point
that the MPAA should restructure its procedures in an effort to prevent this sort of abuse.

11.Although the author talks about the pros and cons of installing cork flooring, the reader can tell that the author prefers cork flooring. This is
evident from the last sentences of the first paragraph. The author has cork flooring in his or her home and highly recommends it.

12.Throughout the passage, the father appears in the background. This highlights the fact that Julia is handling the situation with Steve on her
own. George makes Steve help Julia set up the plate and lets Julia answer questions addressed to him.
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13.Throughout the passage, Carla seems hesitant to drive. In fact, she seems to be confused about the accelerator and the brakes. However, at the
end of the passage, she feels more confident about her ability to drive again. Her grip on the steering wheel and her mental state is more
stable now.

14.The correct answer is "Success in chess demonstrates intellectual strength." By stating that chess is a game of "judgment and perception," the
author emphasizes that a person needs to rely on their intellect to do well. Therefore, being successful at chess demonstrates a strong
intellect.

15.The statements "We decided to place the motor to one side of the man, so that in case of a plunge headfirst, the motor could not fall upon
him" and "To provide against the machine rolling over forward in landing, we designed skids like sled runners, extending out in front of the
main surfaces" show that the Wright brothers were aware of things that could go wrong with an airplane; therefore, they created their new
airplane with safety considerations in mind. The first statement shows that the motor is placed in a particular spot for safety reasons. The
second statement shows that they created a special feature to prevent the plane from tumbling forward upon landing.

16.To give someone a run for his or her money means to challenge his or her supremacy. Therefore, when the reviewer says, "The new
Blackberry Storm is giving the legendary iPhone a run for its money," he or she means the Blackberry Storm is challenging the iPhone's
supremacy.

17.At the end of the passage, Julia manages to bring out a genuine smile on Steve's face. He likes her gift, which he opens first. The evidence in
this passage implies that Julia is gradually succeeding in her attempts to win Steve's heart.

18.The article points out that many Americans were suffering because of economic hardship. The quote, "Roosevelt's New Deal gave Americans
heart again after having lost so much during the Great Depression," shows that the New Deal worked to restore Americans' faith in America.

19. In this passage, Cathy tries hard to make her feelings seem unnoticeable. The reader can understand that the girl Pat talks about as his first
love is possibly Cathy. Because Pat does not recognize Cathy, she tries to remain in the background when Jenny and Pat converse.

20.One of the reasons Maya's journey is important is the weather conditions outside. The weather seems unusually bad outside. It seems so bad
that even stray dogs are staying somewhere inside.


